E92 328xi

Nico DeMattia. That can upset many BMW enthusiasts that miss the days of natural aspiration.
Admittedly, BMW made some incredible free-breathing inline-six engines, engines that were
some of the best in the industry. Yet, they no longer exist on production BMWs. That means that
if you want a naturally-aspirated BMW, you have to look at the used market, which is something
many enthusiasts are doing. Under its hood lies a 3. The new B48 2. From mph, the old E92
BMW i gets from mph in about 6. The new F30 i? It can do the same sprint in about 5. So the old
E92 i is significantly slower than its more modern replacement. However, its free-revving engine
is infinitely more enjoyable to use than the more modern turbocharged engine. It revs so cleanly
and fantastically, all the while making that old-school BMW I6 noise that we all love and miss.
When paired with a six-speed manual, you get to properly rev that engine out and keep it in the
meat of its powerband. It also looks superb, the E92 3 Series Coupe. Its proportions are bang-on
and it just looks so good, even years later. Its interior is also simple and uncluttered, lacking
any of the crazy fancy tech of more modern BMWs. The best part of the E92 BMW i, though?
When you consider its great looks, brilliant engine, more pure driving dynamics and low price
point, it could be the best used car deal for BMW enthusiasts on the market. BMW i7. Continue
Reading Below. E92 BMW i. Facebook Twitter Email. You may also like. More from 3 Series.
Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21 February How to unlock and start your BMW with a
dead key fob 8 February About Advertise Contact. Recover Lost Password. Password must be
at least 8 characters. Password must contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and
a special character! A good suspension holds you up, while keeping your tires safely planted on
the road surface for good traction, braking, and handling. Even if you don't know jounce from
rebound, we can help you choose suspension parts, accessories, and upgrades to match your
car, driving style, and budget. Go high or low, and ride in comfort at any height with an airbag
system. Unlike coilovers, air ride suspensions can be easily adjusted with push-button ease
from the dry warmth of the vehicle cabin. Go from show-low to highway-high in seconds.
Complete kits plus parts, including pumps and tanks. Shocks damp vertical wheel movement to
keep the tires in contact with the road surface. This improves ride quality and maintains traction
during acceleration, steering, and braking. Ride smoother and safer with quality shocks from
the most trusted names in the business, gathered for your convenience at ECS Tuning. Control
arms link the wheels and suspension to the chassis, allowing the wheels to move over road
imperfections while maintaining the correct steering angles needed for handling, even tire wear,
and vehicle safety. Regularly inspect and replace bent control arms, loose ball joints, or worn
suspension bushings to keep your suspension tight and quiet. Bushings are the unsung heroes
of the suspension system. Battered by road imperfections, twisted, pulled, and pushed,
bushings hold the complex arrangement of suspension arms and linkages together. All cars
eventually need a bushing refresh. We have the parts and tools to help you do the job right the
first time; in less time. Sway bars connect the suspension and chassis to limit body roll when
cornering. Choose stock bars and links or fine-tune your chassis to improve cornering and
tweak steering characteristics. Subframes are the foundation that supports both driveline and
suspension components. We have complete subframes to repair both collision and corrosion
damage, plus related bushings, brackets, and mounting hardware. Lowering your car makes it
look great. It also improves handling, due to a lowered center of gravity. If you're considering
going low, check the many coilover options we offer, all from industry leaders with global
reputations for quality and performance. While you're here, check out our line of standard repair
tools, floor jacks, and lifting accessories. They take a beating and do get tired. Whether you're
looking to replace your worn springs to restore ride comfort or want to install special shorter
springs for a lowered look, we have springs from both original equipment and trusted
aftermarket suppliers to help you do the job right. Don't settle for the limited adjustments
available in your stock suspension. Camber kits let you make larger camber adjustments to
compensate for vehicle lowering and custom suspension upgrades. Dial-in camber settings that
improve handling and tire wear. Reduce chassis flex: link strut towers with strut bars for added
rigidity and improved chassis performance. Exact-fit; ready to bolt-on. Our kits come in different
styles and finishes, and include fasteners and brackets when needed. Low-cost bracing adds
rigidity and reduces chassis flex for improved handling performance. Enhance the effectiveness
of your suspension upgrades and premium tires with carefully placed braces. Suspension
refresh kits save time and take the guesswork out of suspension repairs. Assembled by the
experts at ECS Tuning, these kits contain all the arms, bushings, rods, and hardware needed to
perform a quality suspension overhaul. Improve handling and vehicle safety by doing the job
right, with parts you can trust. Lowering springs, coilovers, shocks, struts, air suspension, and
everything you'd ever need to build your dream suspension setup. More than a kit with matched
components, a Cup Kit is a suspension lowering solution engineered for a specific make and
model. Cup kits combine lowering and enhanced handling with ride comfort that's suitable for

daily driving; all in a convenient, affordable package. Drive harder on the track, have more fun
on the streets. Modern suspension systems are assisted by sensors and controlled by your
computer. If one of those sensors fails, it doesn't know what to do. Replace failed electrical
components in your suspension system with high-quality OEM and aftermarket components.
Just because it isn't driven doesn't mean your rear axle beam deserves to be forgotten. Maintain
the rear axle beam components on your FWD car with our selection of replacement parts and
upgrades. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel Add. Create
Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your password will be
emailed to you. Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password Password must be at
least 8 characters. Passphrase Zip Code. BMW E92 xi N52 3. Suspension Bushings. Subframe
Parts. Suspension Tools. Camber Kits. Strut Tower Braces. Suspension Refresh Kits.
Performance Suspension Parts. Cup Kits. Electronic Suspension Parts. Rear Axle Beam Parts.
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characters. Passphrase Zip Code. Kit Front Rear Install Kit. BMW E92 xi N52 3. German-made
with world-famous Bilstein quality and a limited lifetime warranty! ES : Mfg : KT. Qty: Choose
how many gift cards you would like below. Availability: In Stock. Free Shipping. World-famous
Bilstein quality with a limited lifetime warranty! Special Active Shock Kit Superior handling
without compromising ride quality. Mfg : B6 Performance Front Strut - Left Unbelievable control,
precise handling, ultimate performance and incredible comfort. B6 Performance Front Strut Right Unbelievable control, precise handling, ultimate performance and incredible comfort.
Availability: Expected Ship Date: Days. B8 Performance Plus Front Strut - Left Compliments
factory sport package or lowering springs with a remarkably comfortable sport ride. B8
Performance Plus Front Strut - Right Compliments factory sport package or lowering springs
with a remarkably comfortable sport ride. Limited Qty Sale. Availability: Expected Ship Date:
May 18, Availability: Expected Ship Date: Mar 9, Availability: Expected Ship Date: Jun 9, On
SALE. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Mar 23, Compression Absorber For the front
suspension. Recover Lost Password. Password must be at least 8 characters. Password must
contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special character! Choose how
many gift cards you would like below. You can set the denomination in your cart during
checkout. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel Add. Create
Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your password will be
emailed to you. Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password Password must be at
least 8 characters. Passphrase Zip Code. BMW E92 xi N52 3. Sport Spring Set Unrivaled comfort
and performance. Average lowering of 1. ES : Mfg : Qty: Choose how many gift cards you would
like below. Availability: In Stock. On SALE. Free Shipping. Coil Spring - Front Replace worn out
springs to restore ride quality. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Days. Don't let weak mounts
and corroded hardware yield less-than-positive results! Mfg : KT. Mfg : KT3. Spring Perch Priced Each Supports the front spring on the strut. Also known in the E30 community as an E90
drop hat. Upper Spring Plate The plate found between the strut mount and spring. Recover Lost
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BMW E92 xi N52 3. ES : Mfg : Qty: Choose how many gift cards you would like below.
Availability: In Stock. Free Shipping. Mfg : SD2. Limited Qty Sale. Availability: Expected Ship
Date: Days. A favorite among BMW enthusiasts. Mfg : EUR On SALE. Rear Cool Carbon Street
Sport Pad Set Excellent street pad developed for daily driving and with a friction level
increasing with heat for an added layer of protection when additional braking performance
could be required. Mfg : D Mfg : DP Mfg : DPC. Mfg : UD Mfg : DPR. Availability: Expected Ship
Date: May 18, Mfg : HBU. Mfg : HBZ. Rear HPS 5. Mfg : HBB. Mfg : HBF. Mfg : HBS. RS44 Blue
Allround Racing Brake Pads - Rear RS pads are focused specifically on higher friction and bite

levels, with less focus on rotor life in lieu of more aggressive braking. Availability: Expected
Ship Date: Mar 1, Same friction material used in several European racing series. Mfg : RSL1.
Availability: Expected Ship Date: Feb 25, Availability: Expected Ship Date: Jun 9,

